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Situating Videogame Play within the Broader Context of Childhood
It has become a truism to state that children are growing up in an increasingly digital world. As greater numbers of young people engage in videogame play, scholars, teachers and parents scramble to make sense of this leisure activity. Until recently, most adults interpreted videogame play as an isolated activity cut off from the rest of childhood play forms and spaces. In contrast, our research-like Giddings' micro-ethnography (see chapter two in this book)-situates digital play amongst other forms that children's imaginary play can assume. Examining digital play alongside activities that occur in other playspaces, such as the backyard or the neighborhood park enables us to make distinctions about digital play characteristics. It also serves to remind us that there is a fascinating continuity, flow, and ambiguity between various forms of play.
We will begin our consideration of playspaces, childhood, and videogames by framing these interrelated phenomena within a broader context, starting with a discussion of the intense nostalgia that currently surrounds children's play (see also Boyhood spaces: play and social navigation through video games; Dixon & Simon, 2005) . After reviewing some of the literature on childhood, nostalgia, and play, we will more closely examine and reflect upon actual episodes of children at play. These ethnographic vignettes are based on extensive and unobtrusive observations of children in their natural settings, and are taken from a series of research projects we have conducted both separately and together over the course of more than fifteen years. The most recent data stem from research conducted for The Digital Girls Project, which we describe in the introduction to this book.
Nostalgia for Childhoods
In discussions about play with both adults and children there appears to be a yearning for a form of play that is different from the way children play today. In describing their own childhoods, for example, university students we teach often reminisce about a simpler, more innocent, and less media-centered childhood experience. They remember playing games in the streets after dinner with neighborhood children, games such as "hide and go seek" or "capture the flag," until their parents called them in for bed. They tell stories of riding their bikes to the baseball diamond, the neighborhood park, or the local swimming pool; their parents seemingly unconcerned about risk from traffic or danger from strangers. This nostalgia pervades both popular culture and academic literature, and is based largely on the contrasts between what people think they remember and what their perceptions (or misconceptions) are of children's actual experiences today. This disappointment with the present has resulted in a flood of books that lament the disappearance of childhood (Elkind, 1981; Jenkins, 1999; Kline, 1993; Laumann, 2006; Postman, 1994) .
Much of the concern that adults express about childhood focuses on the potential threats to children's safety in both public spaces and in cyberspace (see Arthur, 2005; Giroux, 1997; and Walkerdine, 2001 for further discussion). There is also concern about what some are calling the assault on children's playspaces by consumer interests (Dale, 2005; Grimes & Regan Shade, 2005; Quart, 2003; Schor, 2004; Seiter, 2004) . These panics regarding the changing nature of childhood translates into nostalgia for a past that some scholars stipulate never actually existed. In her book The way we never were (1992), Stephanie Coontz suggests that the ideal family experience, and by extension, the ideal childhood as represented in "the golden age," does not hold up to rigorous analysis: "It is an ahistorical amalgam of structures, values and behaviors that never coexisted in the same time and place" (p. 9).
Nostalgia, however, is difficult to avoid. Even Henry Jenkins, renowned media scholar, reminisces as he portrays a childhood that he believes existed before media became so prevalent in children's lives. In his article "Complete freedom of movement: video games as gendered play spaces" (1999), Jenkins recounts a "Tale of two childhoods" in which he thinks back to his own childhood growing up in Atlanta in the 1960s. He talks about the freedom from supervision he experienced as he engaged in boyhood adventures exploring the neighborhood and nearby forests which he claimed as his private play domain. He contrasts his own childhood with that of his sons growing up in an apartment complex with no available outdoor play areas. Constant supervision and lack of free space are characteristics typically associated with contemporary childhood. While many theorists bemoan the presence of new media in the lives of children, Jenkins suggests that virtual arenas are providing room for autonomous play, freedom, and adventure, which many contemporary young people are lacking. However, if Coontz is right and what adults yearn for is an imagined and not an actual past, questions arise as to why we, as a society, collectively long for childhood to symbolize a place, a feeling or an identity that probably never existed. In her book The future of nostalgia (2001), Svetlana Boym explores how collective nostalgia can serve as an unconscious resistance to change. At first glance, nostalgia is a yearning for a different time-the time of our childhood, the slower rhythms of our dreams. In a broader sense, nostalgia is a rebellion against the modern idea of time, the time of history and progress. (p. xv) Perhaps the nostalgia that characterizes this framing of childhood and the changing nature of children's play is not merely an individual yearning for one's lost childhood but instead reflects a collective looking backward, possibly as an apprehensive response to a rapidly changing environment. As Karen Sternheimer suggests in her book It's not the media: The truth about pop culture's influence on children (2003) , the intense anxiety we express over the well-being of our children also reflects collective fears regarding social change and an uncertain future. In other words, in addition to representing our idyllic pasts, our conception of "childhood" now also encompasses societal concerns about the present, and worries for the future.
The public panic surrounding the changing nature of childhood often incites people to blame children's media culture and new technologies for robbing childhood of its innocence. Popular media are more visible than public policy and provide easy targets at which people can vent their fears; for example, people are more likely to get riled up about a controversial videogame, such as Grand Theft Auto, than they are to express their concerns and frustrations by protesting public policy on videogames (Sternheimer, 2003) . Of course, as Leslie R. Shade points out in this volume (chapter fourteen), when election time rolls around, public policy becomes more visible and thus more vulnerable to panicinspired criticism.
The relationship between nostalgia for childhood and anxieties concerning new technologies is not only about panics regarding children's safety and well-being. Adults can also be nostalgic for the possibilities that seemed to lie before them when they once stood at a technological crossroad; a nostalgia for the imagined roads not taken. When we remember our childhoods, we may see them as simpler and less complex, less centered around technology and media. Ironically, as each new form of media emerges, it is envisioned as embodying utopic potential for human enrichment and empowerment. Then, once the technology is adopted and its potential remains unrealized, we grow nostalgic for the promised possibilities that now seem unreachable (Mosco, 2004) . Conceivably, the childhood for which we are nostalgic is an amalgamation of possibilities; a childhood that doesn't focus on media and technology or commercialism and materialism, but rather one that focuses on the possibilities of playing in spaces that are untouched by these influences.
In response to both panic and nostalgia, adults are increasingly organizing and regulating their children's play. Contemporary childhood is now constructed by adults as a space where children must continuously be engaged in activities that are productive. There is an expectation that play must serve some higher purpose: for instance, children play to learn, children play to burn off excess energy, children play for exercise. Play is no longer an objective in and of itself (SuttonSmith, 1997). As a result of the conviction that children must continuously be regulated and supervised and that play should serve a higher function, much of children's play now takes the form of organized team sports and lessons occur under institutional supervision. "Free play" is becoming an oxymoron rather than a logical coupling of complementary words. It's almost as if, after waxing nostalgic over lost childhoods and bemoaning the fact that children's play can never be as innocent or carefree, adults now close all possible venues that might permit children to experience any degree of the freedom they long for.
Nostalgia and Play Theory
Despite and alongside of all we have written earlier about increasing regulation of play, contemporary society seems to have much invested in maintaining the image of the purity of children's play. Dutch cultural historian, play theorist, and author of Homo Ludens (1961), Johan Huizinga, engages in a different form of nostalgia concerning play. He establishes the importance of play in social life, asserting that "Play is older than culture," and that "all culture is a form of play" (p. 1). Huizinga's emphasis is on a higher form of play, which he characterizes through two key features-play as a contest for something or as a representation of something (p. 13). The concept of play as a contest is evident in most games and sports, including those played by adults. What is interesting to us here, however, is Huizinga's concept of play as representation. When children pretend to be pirates or princesses, for instance, they create a representation of something distinct from their usual selves; something more exciting, more daring, more magnificent. Huizinga suggests that these imaginative experiences of play can fill children with delight, enabling them to be transported beyond the self to such an extent that they almost believe they actually are such and such a thing, without, however, wholly losing consciousness of "ordinary reality,": an imaginative experience of the truest and most fundamental kind (p. 13). Huizinga asserts that children's play embodies play in its purest form, and that as children grow into adults, their play becomes increasingly complicated and hence corrupted. His nostalgia is not only for childhood, but also for the form of unadulterated play that he believes is fostered by this stage. He associates this play with the most heroic aspects of society and views it as a civilizing force, suggesting that in past societies where play was at its pinnacle, civilization itself was at its most noble. Conversely, Huizinga notes, as a society becomes increasingly complex, technological, and overburdened with rules and systems of knowledge, it becomes more serious and, as a result, play begins to assume a less important position.
In his book, Man, play and games (1961), Roger Caillois builds upon the work of Huizinga using his own classifications of play and games as a means for gaining insight into particular cultures. Caillois points to a contradiction that requires reconciliation in the analysis of play. Huizinga's theory suggests that culture is derived from play and therefore he accords a cultural significance to play; however, many theorists adopt a contradictory position suggesting that games are the cast-offs of adult culture, symbolizing that which was previously integral aspects of cultural institutions, now discarded and relegated to the realm of play and childhood. According to these theorists, play and games are no longer considered serious or important cultural endeavors. Caillois reconciles this difference by suggesting that "The spirit of play is essential to culture, but games and toys are historically the relics of culture" (p. 58). Whether one argues that play produces culture or that play reproduces culture, Caillois suggests that much is revealed about a culture by the games people play. Games to some extent characterize the society in which they exist and, therefore, are a valuable source of information. As Caillois relates, "They necessarily reflect its culture pattern and provide useful indications as to the preferences, weakness, and strength of a given society at a particular stage of its evolution" (p. 83). Applying this reasoning to our present discussion of nostalgia, we suggest that the contradictions between the nostalgic yearning for the imagined innocent play of previous generations' childhoods and the current moral panic regarding media, technology, and related commercialization in contemporary children's play, reveals much about our current society.
Childhood, Commodification, and Playspaces
From its very inception, childhood has been a social construction heavily influenced by commercial interests. In his book The disappearance of childhood (1994), Postman writes that childhood as a separate time and space emerged in the sixteenth century with the invention of the printing press and the subsequent rise in literacy and related need for an educated working class; children were removed from the workforce and sent to school. But it was not until the late eighteenth century that childhood became a truly popular concept in Europe due to a developing middle class; people had newly acquired money and a desire to spend it (Postman, 1994) . As families became smaller and modern capitalism resulted in children no longer being required to contribute to the family financially, having children became a conscious choice for the middle and upper classes (Dale, 2005) . It was within the Victorian middle class that the idea of childhood became intertwined with the idea of consumerism. Children operated as "objects of conspicuous consumption" as adults purchased specially produced toys and clothes for their children in order to display their own economic prosperity (Du Boulay as cited in Postman, 1994, p. 44) . It is perhaps this use of children as objects for conspicuous consumption that is pivotal in the Western construction of childhood. The role of children has changed; typically they no longer contribute economically to the family or to the marketplace. Young people have taken on the role of consumers rather than producers and as such they are immersed in popular culture, targeted by marketers, and inundated with media images.
Another reason that children's play has become so closely tied to media is the growing privatization and restriction of public spaces. The spaces of childhood are becoming increasingly concealed and protected whereas many public spaces have become adult-only spaces. This development has been explained in terms of two views that emerged from youth studies' research around delinquency (Lucas, 1998) : first, youth are thought to disrupt public space and so adults would rather they not be there; second, children are thought to be at risk in public spaces, it is too dangerous for them to be there (Jenks, 1996) . This state of affairs evolved over the last century.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, it was not unusual for urban children to play unsupervised in the streets and in empty lots. Children created their own culture, often in private spaces such as forts and clubhouses, frequently engaging in secret and forbidden activities such as gambling, fighting, drinking, and vandalism. In the second half of the twentieth century, adults in North America began to bring children under stricter control by introducing playgrounds dominated by commercial playground equipment; schoolyards began to be fenced in and organized clubs, such as boy scouts, and sports teams flourished (SuttonSmith, 1997). More recently, as adults warily view public spaces as dangerous places, they are further restricting, organizing and supervising children's play, moving them from streets and parks into domestic spaces such as bedrooms and playrooms.
Adults equip children's domestic space with technologically enticing alternatives to public space in an effort to keep them safely inside (Buckingham, 2000) . With this change in children's playspace, it thus becomes almost mandatory in Western society to purchase digital play equipment such as computers, videogame consoles and accompanying games. Households become what Kline (1993) calls "media saturated spaces." The marketing of new technologies targets young people directly, socializing them into "the attitudes and social relations of consumerism" (Kline, Dyer-Witheford, & De Peuter, 2003, p. 244) . As play is increasingly privatized, regulated, and supervised, it also becomes increasingly commercial and digital.
Culture, Commodification, and Play
For centuries, childhood, and the toys that are associated with it, has been largely a commercial construction, one that draws deeply on the well of children's popular culture to commodify children's play, opening up markets for manufacturers, advertisers, and corporations. The pervasiveness of popular culture infiltrates and, perhaps to some extent, shapes children's play as they take inspiration and adapt images from multiple influences around them. We might even go so far as to suggest that popular culture in and of itself constitutes a playspace. Adults supply children with media images (old or new) that children then use to create their own playspaces, piecing together elements and mixing media to individualize their play experiences (see Weber's chapter three in this book for a detailed discussion of this phenomenon).
Cumulative Cultural Texts of Childhood: Reading Children's Play
A useful way to analyze children's popular culture and deepen our understanding of children's play is to regard it as part of the "cumulative cultural text of childhood," a text that can be "read." The concept of cumulative cultural text was described by Mitchell and Reid-Walsh (1993) and then expanded by Weber and Mitchell (1995) to refer to the culture of childhood, which carries vestiges of past images that link generations and popular images. The different, yet connected, versions of Barbie or NeoPets or Bratz Dolls or Snow White or Superman demonstrate how a strand of the cumulative cultural text of childhood evolves. Whether these "texts" begin as dolls, books, videogames, movies, or toys, if they become popular, they get spun into a series of related toys, media, and objects, each iteration adding to the popular cumulative text. This cumulative text becomes peopled by the generations of real and fictitious characters embodied in books, films, TV programs, comics, songs, toys, software, and so on. Composite contemporary representations of Barbie and Lara Croft take their place amongst previous versions, and alongside Paddington Bears, Peter Pans, Raggedy Anns, GI Joes, Rubber Duckies, Winnie the Pooh, Spiderman, and Batman, to name just a few:
A multitude of familiar images thus feeds the wellspring of the popular culture of childhood into which we are born and in which we are raised. These images overlap, contrast, blend, contradict, transform, amplify, address, and confirm each other as they compete for our attention in an intertextual clamour. (Weber & Mitchell, 1995, p. 167) The extended life enjoyed by many popular images is made possible through the intertextual and generative types of variation and serialization that, for example, transformed Barnie, a popular purple dinosaur, from a TV character to a series of books, dolls, movies, knapsacks, and computer software, thus giving him presence, longevity, and power. Both implicitly and explicitly, individual episodes and versions contextualize, influence, build on, and refer to each other, collaboratively constituting the cumulative text. A book begets a movie which begets both an audio track and a new edition of the book as well as a television series and computer games. But this serialization into multiple texts only happens if there is something commercially viable in the initial representation-something that captures children's interest, which draws them in or addresses them in a meaningful way that sells. (p. 166)
In other words, popular texts such as the computer game The Sims or Grand Theft Auto wouldn't be pervasive unless they managed to tap into the particular desires of many child consumers. In that sense, they serve as a kind of mirror for childhood in our society, and reveal important truths to us about ourselves. As Caillois (1961) has suggested, the material culture of play has something to divulge about the culture within which it exists.
Returning now to our interest in videogames, while it is impossible to say with absolute certainty that the text of a child's experience of videogaming can be read or interpreted in any one particular way, we find it helpful to frame play as a meaningful text that invites a reading between the lines. Moreover, situating children's video play within the wider context of the cumulative text of childhood culture enables us see how videogame play might relate to other forms of play. How, we wonder, are social interactions and role-playing within the videogame space similar or different from children's relationships through play in other spaces such as parks, playgrounds, and playrooms? How does the experience of playing videogames shape (or how is it shaped by) the nature of contemporary childhood?
Observing and Describing Children's Play
Our collaborative reflections on digital childhoods and children's play is based, in part, on a series of longitudinal ethnographic case studies each of us has conducted of children at play. We have followed some of the children (from three to fifteen years old) for up to six years, and our data collection includes interviews and observations. We are now sharing and combining our data, reviewing and testing our interpretations, and looking for cross-case similarities and differences. From this large corpus, we have selected a series of vignettes reconstructed from fieldnotes, each one followed by some critical reflections. Our first one comes from a study done by Weber more than fifteen years ago.
Playing at Snow White: Boys and Girls In and Out of Role
I am surreptitiously watching a mixed group of mainly six-year-old children playing outside. They have been kicked out of doors by their mums who said, "get some sunshine." Let's play "Snow White," one of the girls exclaims. Most of them have recently seen the Disney movie, which seems to have impressed them. There are cries of assent, followed soon by arguing over who is going to be Snow White, who is going to be the wicked queen, and so forth. One girl has dark hair and soon convinces people she should have the role because she looks like Snow White, although another girl claims that the fact she has a Snow White lunch box gives her an edge. An older boy suddenly announces that he wants to be the wicked Queen because he has a cape he could use as a costume. No one seems to want to be the prince. The children begin enacting the story, stopping and restarting, giving each other directions (no, first she has to ask the mirror, then the woodsman takes her out to the woods), and improvising many touches that bear little resemblance to the movie. The game stops and then starts up again as one child tickles another, or someone calls attention to the mushrooms growing on the damp ground. Hilarity breaks out when one boy decides he is a deer who discovers Snow White asleep in the woods and tries to wake her by licking her. Suddenly, one of the children's mothers, who has come to fetch her child, intrudes upon the play space of the enchanted "forest." I notice that two of the children who were really "into" their roles seem startled, as if to say "what are you doing here? You're not in Snow White." One boy says "go away, we're playing." However, five minutes later, when another mother passes by and inquires, "What are you playing at," the same two children seem nonplussed and answer "Snow White." One of them says "I'm the wicked queen." "Oh, yes, I can see that you are," replies the mother gamely playing along. Snow White is called home by her mother-and another girl suggests her Barbie doll could take the part of Snow White. She proceeds to use her Barbie as a puppet, acting as ventriloquist for Snow White Barbie. Another child goes along with this, but two others just sort of parallel play a different version of Snow White. The play keeps falling apart, to my adult observer eyes at any rate, changing directions, as a couple of boys engage in rough and tumble play, one child bursts into tears saying "I don't WANT to be Dopey," and so forth. And then the dwarfs start singing a popular song, "I'm too sexy for my shirt" and dancing around, while two girls decide the piece of cardboard they were using as the Mirror Mirror on the Wall is not very good, and announce they are going to make a "real one." When asked a few minutes after the play seemed to be grinding to a halt what they had been doing and how they had spent their afternoon-most of them said, "we played Snow White." Two of them told me "we were just playing outside." (Vignette constructed from Weber's fieldnotes, August 1992.)
The children playing Snow White in the forest exemplify a form of childhood pretend, fantasy, or role-play that is familiar and ubiquitous, observed in children from one generation to another. Further, we see how children co-opt a variety of ideas and images to inform or guide their play, culled from various sources such as personal experiences, books, television, songs, and movies. Children adapt these images to the playspace and opportunities available to them, in this case, adapting the traditional story of Snow White to accommodate the roles the players wanted to adopt and making use of the props at hand. The play seemed to filter through cumulative popular cultural texts; their enacting of Snow White had an evolving script that was likely based not only on the movie but on the cumulative cultural text of Snow White that includes lunch boxes, figurines, Disney World characters, a variety of children's book versions, and so forth. It would perhaps be more accurate to say that the structure and "spontaneous" script of the children's play reflected their interpretations or responses to Disney and other forms of cultural texts. Through the children's active play, negotiations, and improvisations, the text was adapted, ignored, disrupted, and reconstructed. There was fluidity to the play despite a series of abrupt halts and changes of directions as the children moved in and out of the various roles that they had assumed.
Although the subject of the children's play (Snow White) was probably inspired by multiple sources of media and media experiences, it is nonetheless an example of the imaginary, make-believe play that many adults nostalgically reminisce about and want contemporary children to experience. This instance of play occurred unregulated and unsupervised by adults in an outdoor space. Since these fieldnotes are now fifteen years old, they may capture an experience of unsupervised outdoor pretend play that is becoming increasingly rare. And yet, as we shall see in more recent fieldnotes, children's play is not so different from contemporary examples of media-inspired play. At the time these notes were taken, movies and television (today's "old" and analog media) were still kind of "new."
Boys Playing Outside: Pretend Play and the Secret Spaces of Childhood
Eleven years later, Dixon conducted research on children similarly at play, but using videogames as a play option; something that was not available to the children Weber observed playing Snow White. The following excerpt from her fieldnotes illustrates the children's play as it moves fluidly from an outdoor playspace to the world of a videogame.
They crouch quietly, huddled close together, scarcely daring to breathe. The clouds are low and grey overhead. They have been waiting impatiently for what possibly seems to them like hours. This is a secret place they come to in order to escape adult supervision, safe from prying eyes. They discovered it last fall and made it their own: in the winter they enclose themselves with fortress walls of snow, and now in the spring, it's cool and dark where the high grass surrounds them and the wild bushes make a roof above their heads. From this vantage point they can watch the comings and goings in the alleyway that runs behind the apartment building where they live. The objects of their observations are none the wiser.
It's always been like this for as long as Rowan can remember. He and Tucker are the only eleven-year-old boys living on the alley so they have to stick together against all those girls. They have been waiting for the girls to come out and play so they can spy on them but they have waited in vain and now big wet raindrops are starting to fall. Tucker and Rowan abandon the "secret place" and run to get their "portable forts." They use these when the rain gets heavy. The portable forts consist of pieces of plywood that they have found and nailed to long sticks. They hold them over their heads running through the rain, chasing each other up and down the alley, splashing through the mud, laughing until Rowan's mother comes out and calls them inside. She hands them towels to dry themselves off and sends them down to the basement to play. (Constructed from Shanly's fieldnotes, April 2003.)
Playing Videogames Inside
We now follow these same boys as they move to videogame play indoors.
Rowan and Tucker sit in the tiny playroom that Rowan's father has built in the still-unfinished basement. It is a work in progress meant to keep Rowan and his friends and their noisy television and video games safely out of earshot of the adults. The apartment is small and Rowan's dad works from home so if Rowan wants to play inside, down to the basement he goes. The room is surprisingly bright, painted white with a colourful poster on the wall, a sofa and a standing lamp from which two Spiderman action figures are perilously dangling. The focal point of the room is the television and Rowan and Tucker are sitting on the floor in front of it, a bowl of carrot sticks between them. I am sitting on the couch; here to interview the boys about video games. They are excited at the prospect; eager to have the undivided attention of an adult who values their opinions, who regards them as experts on playing video games. They start off by showing me their selection of games. They begin to describe their favourite game, Pikmin.
Tucker: There's this guy from a planet and his name is Omar. Before he left on this journey he went to his wife who made him this soup with these carrots and when he left there was this asteroid who hit his ship and he lands down on this toxic planet and he finds a carrot and it's red and it's a carrot. He has oxygen for thirty days and so he has thirty days to recover all the parts of his ship so that he can return back home and so every day you finish you get time to picnic so you bring him to these onions and they have feet and there are these flowers and the Pikmin will destroy the flower so you actually have thirty days … Rowan: (Impatiently) So we play now? They begin to play the game.
Shanly: What do you like about the game?
Rowan: It's an adventure but there is action too.
Tucker: We like to search for the parts of the ship.
The planet in the game Pikmin acts as a playspace for the boys when they are unable to play outside. Their interaction on the virtual planet appears to be similar to their play in their secret hideout. In fact, at times they imagine the secret place as a spaceship, perhaps inspired from their play in the videogame. The boys say that they play videogames about three days a week, not all day long, but for a couple of hours and usually on weekends.
Comparing Outdoor and Indoor Playspaces
Although they describe themselves as "playing a lot of videogames" when they relate the ways in which they spend their time, videogames are one of many activities in which they engage. When asked if they play at the park, they respond that they don't usually because the park is full of "old people having parties and babies." The street in front of the apartments is too busy with traffic and so they prefer to play in the alleyway behind the apartments where they can run freely and hide in their secret place and spy. When Dixon spoke to the boys' parents, they explained that they allowed the boys to play in the alleyway because many of the kitchen windows of the apartments faced into the alley. The children who played there could be easily watched by their parents who thus felt that it was a safe, supervised place for children to play in. The alleyway was enclosed by a fence at one end and a churchyard at the other, so there was no danger from vehicle traffic, and because it was cut off, casual pedestrians rarely wandered through. The boys report that they prefer playing outside rather than inside when the weather allows, but in winter, or when it is very rainy, or in the summer when it is hot and they are bored, they play videogames.
In comparing the seemingly distinct playspace of the alleyway (an ostensibly classic childhood playspace) with the videogame (a contemporary virtual playspace) there appear to be some similarities and even some fluidity between the spaces. Our interpretation is that both spaces serve to characterize the appeal of secret childhood spaces (van Manen, 1996) : they both feel concealed and secret; they are spaces where a child might slip off alone escaping from daily demands; and they are places in which to fantasize and dream. They are also places where one might engage in social interaction with peers.
Girls Playing Videogames: Fluidity of Play
The previous fieldnotes of boys at play reveals a permeability between the physical playspace of the alleyway and the playspace of the videogame. The following vignette from Shanly's fieldnotes of 2004 also demonstrates fluidity in girls' play as it moves across digital platforms and playspaces.
A group of four ten-year-old girls gathers around a video game console in Anna's playroom. They are playing a video game that they rented from the local video game store, Pirates; The Legend of Black Kat which features a female pirate described as: Katarina de Leon, the "Black Kat" of the high seas possessing sailing and sword-fighting skills beyond compare and unflinching bravery in the face of extraordinary dangers.
The girls spend their time in the game searching for treasure, navigating the pirate ship from island to island and fighting off pirates and giant crabs. The game is meant for a single player, but the girls take turns with the controller, advising each other on strategy and surfing the internet on Anna's laptop while waiting for their turn with the controller. They are engaged in multiple forms of play in the same space: instant messaging friends from school, listening to music, playing games online while simultaneously watching and coaching whichever girl currently has the controller. They are all invested in the success of the player, calling out encouragement or shrieking in dismay as the occasion requires. The game has captured their imaginations to such a degree that the play merges as they re-enact the adventure pretending to be pirates engaging in play sword fights and taking turns being Katarina.
The following is a short excerpt of dialogue from fieldnotes of the girls playing the videogame:
Anna: "This went so much faster than the 1st time but if I have to redo it again I'm gonna be so mad" Anna hands the controller to Molly who explores the island looking for the treasure chest eventually encountering pirates. Molly:
"Pirates! Oh No! I'm running through trees …" Molly explores the island in the game looking for clues that will lead her to the treasure. Molly:
(handing the controller to Virginia) "Do you want to try?" Virginia is the quietest of the girls. She is typically shy and timid on the schoolyard. She reluctantly accepts the controller. Virginia:
"You don't need to kill the monkeys cause they won't hurt you" Anna:
"Press l, 2 right when the lock comes press l, 2 go thru the door that opened" Victoria:
(Squealing) "Crabs, crabs, crabs, eww!" (She swipes wildly at the crabs with her sword, laughing and screeching)
In reviewing how the girls played and interacted with each other, it struck us that the videogame was being "played" simultaneously both off and online-a flowing exploration through the permeable boundaries of the digital and the analog-as the girls played at, as well as played through and around the Pirate theme. Like Seth Giddings' sons in chapter two of this book, these girls seemed at times to be both playing at playing a videogame and playing the game. There was a multiple layering or multitasking in the casual way they incorporated the pirate game into their play, cheering on the person playing, giving suggestions, and actually enacting or improvising around it.
Revisiting these girls four years after their pirate game play, we were curious to observe how video games fit into their lives now that they are teenagers. As one would expect, they no longer play games like Pirates: The Legend of Black Kat. Now they gather to play Guitar Hero, Rock Band and Dance, Dance Revolution. When SIMMS 3 was released they celebrated with weekend long/slumber party marathon playing sessions. They socialize around and through the games engaging in the same collective imaginative play experience that was so evident in their play four years ago. As they move from childhood to teenhood, video games have simply become an accepted aspect of girlhood culture.
In terms of gender differences, some of the concerns that have been raised in the past were that by not playing video games to the same extent that boys do, girls might be excluded from new ways of learning and problem solving. However, in light of recent observations, it seems that girls do indeed play videogames and engage with technology although perhaps in different ways than boys do. As girls become the new "hot" market for videogames, we suggest their engagement with digital culture warrants further research. In terms of investigating the value of videogames, it is also important to avoid combining all videogames into one mass category or dividing them only along gender lines. Research needs to look in greater detail into the affordances, context and actually play use of various types of games.
Reflecting Cross-Cases
The play represented in the videogame episodes might serve to exemplify Huizinga's concept of play "as a contest for something" because indeed the children are playing a game and attempting to win. However, it may also be argued that they are also simultaneously engaged in Huizinga's "play as a representation of something." The videogame play provides children with an opportunity to imagine themselves as something other than that which they typically are, as they pretend to be space travelers or pirates; in Huizinga's words, they are "transported beyond themselves in a playful imaginative experience." As Virginia plays the computer game, she temporarily plays at being Katarina de Leon, pirate and legend of the high seas. Through this imaginary play she meets the criteria of Huizinga's definition: temporarily feeling magnificent, transcending the banality of the everyday, trying on identities (see Mazzarella & Pecora, 1999 for more on identity and videogames). It is interesting to note that the same analysis could apply to the example of the reenactment of Snow White, so many years earlier.
In all of the episodes, the children's play was at least partially inspired by some version of a media-generated play "text": a bedtime story, a Disney movie or book, or a videogame. There is often a bias against media-inspired play, a dismissal of such play as mere copying, not original or creative activity. Along with other scholars (e.g., Dysan, 1997; Kinder, 1991; and Seiter, 2004) , we take issue with such a narrow interpretation and suggest that close examination of the kind of play we present here, reveals creativity and learning. In each of these vignettes the children adapt the text, altering the narrative in order to creatively accommodate their play intentions. The boys playing the videogame Pikmin, for example, can choose not to play the game as the game designer intended. Instead, they often ignore the game objective of gathering parts for the spaceship; rather, they explore the planet, hanging out and fooling around. Similarly, the girls at times seem to be playfully incorporating Katrina characters and narratives into their talk and actions around the videogame at the same time that one of them played the game itself-multitasking their play, as it were. This acting-out, inspired by the videogame, in turn feeds back into the ways they subvert or alter the game. We agree with Dyson (1997) who states that media provide the "common story material" of childhood, and urges adults and educators to acknowledge that the creative ways children reinterpret and incorporate this material in their fantasy play constitutes a form of literacy (p. 7).
In Huizinga's analysis of play, he suggests that "with the increasing systemization and regimentation of sport, something of the pure play quality is inevitably lost" (1967, p. 197) . He laments that the adult professional player may have greater expertise but lacks the "play spirit" of the amateur player who plays purely for fun. He even goes as far as asserting that to really play, an adult "must play like a child" (p. 199). With this assertion Huizinga relegates pure play to the realm of childhood. However, it is questionable how much of children's play fits the criteria of pure play. Moreover, Huizinga's claim that play exists most purely in childhood raises questions regarding how much of his analysis is a romanticized reflection of how children ought to play. At the same time, although the play we have been observing may not exactly fit Huizinga's notion of pure play, our findings do suggest that media play can be highly creative and is an important venue or space for social interaction, problem-solving, and pleasure.
The children we observed are active agents, not passive spectators in their interactions with popular images. They turn the popular culture they consume into material for their imaginative play, and use it, we would argue, to construct their own private playspaces. This interpretation of children's interaction with media is gaining currency as we revise the older and, in Seiter's (2004) opinion, classist notions that media consumption is inevitably passive and mind-numbing (for in-depth discussion on this point, see Ito, 2007; Jenkins, 2006) . This is not to say that the children's play is not shaped by media or that all play is creative. Their play is both limited and encouraged by the design possibilities (affordances) of the material at hand (see Weber & Mitchell, 2007) . Like all human activity, we view the children's interaction with media as dialectical, a sense-making interaction with the environment through which they learn about the world, each other, and themselves. Through fantasy or narrative play, they are representing and interpreting their understanding of various aspects of the culture that surrounds them.
Even more important in terms of our topic of playspaces is the way that children's play flows easily on and off line, in and out of roles, weaving back and forth from the imaginative to the actual. It is in this blurring of boundaries between physical and cyberspaces, between the virtual and the actual that children create playspaces for themselves-spaces that those few scholars who still insist on separating the virtual from the "real" ignore. Most of us now argue that all play is part of real-life experience, something that is hard to deny even when we observe play media-generated spaces such as videogames. As we suggested earlier, videogame play is, perhaps, in part, a consequence of adult regulation of children's outdoor playspaces. Through their anxiety and desire to monitor children at all times, adults have greatly diminished the opportunities for children to play privately with their peers. Where can a child go to carve out a secret hiding place? It is most ironic that the type of play adults long for in their romanticized past has moved to the spaces we are most concerned about; our children are finding safe harbor in the spaces created by technology and media, where in many respects, they continue to play in ways not that different from generations past. When they grow up, we wonder, what childhoods will they be nostalgic for?
